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They Shall Overcome:

Jeff Ravitz Lights Springsteen’s Seeger Sessions
Bruce Springsteen’s restless creative spirit is once again leading him
in new directions. Following the success of last year’s Devils and
Dust solo acoustic tour, he’s on the road again, this time in support
of his new album We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions. It’s
a collection of songs associated with the legendary folk singer Pete
Seeger—which means that Springsteen fans have the rather unusual
opportunity to hear their idol sing “John Henry,” “Shenandoah,” and
“Froggie Went A-Courtin’.”
You might think that such a show would resemble the intimate,
tightly focused Devils and Dust tour—but you’d be wrong. “It’s very
crowded onstage,” says Jeff Ravitz, Springsteen’s longtime lighting
designer. “There were 18, at last count; that includes a five-piece
horn section, two violins—or fiddles as we like to call them—three
guitars, a standup bass, a banjo, a pedal steel guitar, and a
keyboard player.” They’re all veterans of the album, participating in
Springsteen’s lushly orchestrated reinventions of classic folk tunes.
Once Ravitz realized the scale of the current tour, he set about
giving it a unique look. “My plan was to paint with a slightly broader
brush,” he says. “It seemed unnecessary to plan it out to the point
where we were doing highly specific, very cued songs, as you might
do in a rock-and-roll tour. I wanted to make everyone onstage look
good, without necessarily tracking every beat in the music.”
The result is a series of looks that suffuse the stage with deep
color. “It was clear that there needed to be a distinction between
this production and what Bruce does with the E Street Band,” says
Ravitz, adding, “We were given carte blanche to experiment with
color. I wanted to give each song its own distinct characteristic.
Since we’re not playing in 360°, we have softgoods and drapes,
which provide good vertical surfaces to catch light.” Most of the
latter are part of Springsteen’s inventory, although one drop,
depicting a sunset, was supplied by the Los Angeles-based rental
house Grosch.
Ravitz adds that, working with lots of color and different
brightness levels, he also had to be mindful of Springsteen’s ideas,
as well as the needs of the show’s IMAG element. “The color was
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beyond what was comfortable for the video crew—so I made some
adjustments and they made a number of adjustments. Also, Bruce
really likes it dark, but some of the music is extremely upbeat and
fast—they screamed for a bit of brightness and cheer. I was walking
a fence the whole time. Some of the saturated colors are a response
to that paradox of wanting it dark and bright at the same time.”
Ravitz’s rig is a combination of Morpheus FaderBeams, which are
used collectively as a broad incandescent wash source, along with
a number of Martin MAC 2000 Profiles and MAC 2000
Performances, RomniLights in floor positions, and Vari*Lite VL1000s,
the latter used as key light. “We’re also using quite a number of
[Morpheus] PanaBeam XR2s, mostly on the floor, to give the deeply
colored softgoods a rich coloration,” says the designer. “It’s a very
theatrical setup, which serves the show well—there are three trusses
over the stage, one front-of-house truss, and two side trusses.”
Control is provided by the High End Systems Wholehog 2, which
Ravitz still finds to be highly reliable. “We have Jason Badger, a
programmer who really makes that console dance,” he adds.
Running the show on tour is lighting director Todd Ricci. “The
mental telepathy between us is quite strong,” says Ravitz—and a
good thing, too: “Bruce rehearsed one solid set list, with a few more
songs thrown in. Once the first performance was under his belt, he
started adding new songs like crazy. Having Todd there, who
understands what’s necessary, is a real lifesaver.” (The lighting gear ,
including FlipBox truss, was supplied by Morpheus; Scharff
Weisberg supplied the PanaBeams).
Unsurprisingly, the tour is a popular success, Commenting on the
music’s infectiousness and its social themes, Ravitz adds,
“It’s a toe-tapping good time and a thought-provoking show, all
rolled into one.” He adds that Springsteen, inspired by the tour’s
lush arrangements, has added numbers from the Nebraska and
Devils and Dust albums, reinventing them in the style of the Seeger
Sessions: “They’ve been very well-received, because he’s giving
them a whole new approach.” The Springsteen tour is scheduled to
run through the end of June.

